[Role of extrinsic ganglioside GM1 in proliferation and differentiation of neural stem cells].
To study the possible role of ganglioside GM1 in proliferation and differentiation of neural stem cells (NSCs) of rats in vitro. (1) Fetal rats were employed to this study. The primary cells isolated from the cerebral cortex and hippocampus were cultured with serum-free incubation technique and then the cellular differentiation were induced with serum. (2) The proliferation and differentiation features of NSCs were observed under phase contrast microscope after the GM1 with different concentrations were added into NSCs' and serum-free DMEM/F12 culture media. (1) Comparing with control, no significant proliferation of NSCs was coming to pass when the GM1 with low concentration was added into the cell culture medium; however, the size of NSCs clones gradually decreased and the cells were dying when the GM1 with high concentration was added into NSCs' culture medium. (2) NSCs, cultured in DMEM/F12 culture medium only containing GM1, neither proliferated nor differentiated, but were dying soon. GM1 of low concentration (12.5 microg/mL) has no significant influence on proliferation of NSCs, but GM1 of higher concentration can inhibit the NSCs' proliferation in culture medium.